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Theory impacts how research is conducted. A popular theory used to conceptualize brain

functioning is the triune brain theory. The triune brain theory is an evolutionary theory of

brain development that emphasizes three key brain regions consisting of the brainstem,

the limbic system, and the cortex that function relatively independently in coping

with stress via fight or flight, emotion, and cognition, respectively. However, modern

neuroscience research demonstrates that the triune brain theory does not accurately

explain how the brain functions in everyday life or during the stress response. Specifically,

emotion and cognition are interdependent and work together, the limbic system is not

a purely emotional center nor are there purely emotional circuits in the brain, and the

cortex is not a purely cognitive center nor are there purely cognitive circuits in the brain.

We propose a new evolutionarily based model, the adaptive brain, that is founded on

adaptive prediction resulting from interdependent brain networks using interoception and

exteroception to balance current needs, and the interconnections among homeostasis,

allostasis, emotion, cognition, and strong social bonds in accomplishing adaptive goals.

Keywords: adaptive, triune, prediction, stress response, brain

“We do not live to think, but, on the contrary, we think in order that we may succeed in thriving.”
—Jose Ortega y Gasset

THE TRIUNE BRAIN: AN OUTDATED, INACCURATE MODEL

Theory impacts how research is conducted. An influential theory used to conceptualize brain
function and drive research has been the triune brain theory (1–4). The triune-brain approach
to understanding the brain takes an evolutionary perspective about how the brain has developed
under environmental pressures and how that development impacts our responses, particularly our
responses to stress. Describing the triune-brain theory, MacLean (3) states that:

The human forebrain evolved to its great size while retaining features of three basic formations

that reflect an ancestral relationship to reptiles, early mammals, and recent mammals. The three

neural assemblies. . . are radically different in structure and chemistry, and in an evolutionary sense,

countless generations apart. Psychological and behavioral functions depend on the interplay of three

quite different mentalities. The three evolutionary formations might be popularly regarded as three

interconnected biological computers, each having its own special intelligence, its own subjectivity, its

own sense of time and space, and its own memory, motor, and other functions.” (p. 264).

From the perspective of the triune-brain theory, these three brain regions evolved separately and
function somewhat independently: the basal ganglia and brain stem are involved in movement and
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basic life functions, the limbic system is involved in emotional
responses that are seen more prominently in mammals as
compared to reptiles, and the cortex is involved in cognition
and executive functions and is most prominent in humans. In
this perspective, evolutionary development begins with basic
behavioral responses, then adds emotional responses that can
alter these basic responses when threat or challenges arise, and
then adds on cognition to alter emotional responses using reason,
logic, and planning.

There are several key problems, however, with the triune brain
theory. First, the brain did not evolve in successive stages as
MacLean hypothesized (5). The idea that vertebrate evolution has
consisted of “newer brain structures being superimposed over
and on top of ‘older’ brain structures, tracking development of
complex cognition,” is not evolutionarily justifiable (6). Basic
neural regions are shared among all vertebrates. Where they
differ is in proportion and extent. Just as an elephant’s trunk is
not a new structure superimposed over a snout but rather is an
analogous structure differing in proportion (and consequently,
in functional adaptation to the animal’s needs), the human brain
is not superimposed on a reptile brain but consists mostly
of proportionally different analogous structures. Furthermore,
the gradation of proportional shifts is not necessarily a linear
progression from reptile to human (7).

Second, brain structures do not function independently of
one another (5). During emotional responses, there is activity
in the amygdala and in the limbic system, but there is also
activity in cortical areas and in the brainstem (8). Additionally,
emotion and cognition are not independent events; rather, they
are interrelated functions working in concert. For example, Bush
et al. (9) and Shackman et al. (10) both note that emotional
responses and cognitive responses in the cingulate cortex are
interconnected and not separate as previously believed. Perhaps
more importantly, the limbic system is not a purely emotional
center in the brain. LeDoux (8) notes that the hippocampus is
considered part of the limbic system but that it is not considered
an essentially emotional brain region; instead, it is a key area
involved in memory, which is more closely associated with
cognition. Because of these and similar problems, the term
“limbic system” is no longer a commonly used term to describe
how the brain functions. “Limbic system” also loses its utility
in a clinical setting; because affect is a culmination of a wide
range of interrelated processes, including synthesis of internal
and external stimuli, arousal, andmemory, approach to disorders
characterized by affect dysregulation is limited by the triune
brain approach. And, finally, the brain does not act by simply
responding to a stimulus. Instead, it predicts internal and external
needs and adapts accordingly. Incoming stimuli interact with the
current state in which the brain is (11).

Third, current neuroscience research findings provide further
evidence of the inaccuracy of triune brain theory and open
new ways of understanding how the brain responds to stress
and adapts to changing internal and external environments.
Fear research provides an instructive specific example. There
is no fear brain circuit that turns on during a fear response
but otherwise lies dormant (8). Brain networks always have
some level of activity (12) that affects how they process

incoming information (11). What changes is the relative
activity of different brain networks, with networks being
differentially activated based upon need (13–16). As these
findings show, triune-brain theory does not match current
research findings and using triune-brain theory as a general
theoretical approach can lead to faulty hypothesis creation and
poorly developed studies.

A more useful evolutionary theory of how the brain works
needs to integrate accurate knowledge of brain structure and
function. Adaptation, survival, and reproduction are at the
heart of evolutionary theory, and interdependent brain networks
have evolved to increase adaptation to be able to survive and
reproduce. Further, emerging findings suggest that the brain
uses interoceptive and exteroceptive information to predict
future conditions and needs to enable optimal adaptation
to continuously changing internal and external environments
(11–20). Based on better understanding of how the brain
works, we propose replacing “triune brain” with a term that
better captures current understanding of brain function: the
adaptive brain. In this conceptualization, the term adaptive
brain emphasizes the interdependence and plasticity of brain
regions and the brain’s ability to predict and adapt to future
needs and conditions. Instead of three relatively independent
brain regions, or any number of independent brain regions,
brain networks work together interdependently; instead of
purely “emotional circuits” or “cognitive circuits,” the brain
uses interconnected networks to optimize maintenance of
the body’s internal state, emotion, and cognition to adapt
to continuously changing needs (11). The brain’s summated
approach to these priorities regulates affect, and dysregulation
of these interdependent circuits has important implications
for psychopathology.

THE ADAPTIVE BRAIN: PREDICTION,

BALANCE, AND INTERDEPENDENT BRAIN

NETWORKS

The adaptive brain developed out of millions of years of
evolutionary pressure. Throughout most of their evolutionary
history, humans have existed in hunter-gatherer bands, and the
evolutionary pressures experienced occurred in this context. This
developmental period has been termed the “Environment of
Evolutionary Adaptation” because our current adaptations are a
direct result of this experience (21). Some of the most important
evolutionary pressures experienced were limited resources and
dangerous environmental conditions such as predators and
extreme weather, and the brain evolved to predict the most
adaptive course of action accounting for limited resources and
danger, balancing internal needs and external demands (22,
23).

Allostasis, or stability through change that depends on
predicting future needs and conditions (17), emphasizes our
ability to anticipate and adapt to diverse environmental forces
to balance internal needs and external demands (22, 24).
Schulkin and Sterling (23) argue that allostasis is basically
brain-centered predictive regulation. The brain is continuously
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evaluating our internal and external environments based on
previous experience, predicting what is likely to occur, and
then determining the best course of action based upon this
available data. Allostasis, therefore, is about adapting to changing
internal and external environments with the goal of stability even
when faced with uncertain circumstances, balancing internal
parameters essential for life with the changing world around
us. Sterling (25) notes that the goal of allostatic balance is
not constancy but fitness under the conditions of natural
selection. The goal of all organisms is not constancy but
survival to reproduce, and the goal of adaptive regulation
is reproductive success. Adaptive balance and regulation
result from developmental trajectories designed to optimize
successful competition.

Challenges, opportunities, and threats can appear quickly
requiring rapid responses. Perhaps the most important
adaption that evolved during the Environment of Evolutionary
Adaptedness is the brain’s ability to simulate and predict
potential outcomes in coping with challenge and threat (26–28).
Predicting likely outcomes increases speed and efficiency of
response and improves the brain’s adaptivity. To increase
the power of prediction and subsequent adaptivity, the brain
works to minimize prediction errors; that is, minimizing the
difference between predicted outcomes and actual incoming
interoceptive and exteroceptive information. The more the
brain can minimize prediction error and accurately predict
outcomes for different courses of action, the better it will
be at anticipating and adequately responding to challenge
and threat efficiently and rapidly, thus increasing adaptation
and survival (20, 29, 30). Cutting across previously accepted
boundaries of the triune brain, Barrett and Simmons (29)
propose a neuroarchitecturally distinct brain interoceptive
system consisting of visceromotor cortex in the medial and
anterior cingulate cortex, the posterior ventromedial prefrontal
cortex, the posterior orbitofrontal cortex, and the anterior insular
cortex (31). This interoceptive system transmits information
through connections in the amygdala, hypothalamus, ventral
striatum, and periaqueductal gray to the spinal cord that predicts
needed autonomic, hormonal, and immunologic adjustments.
According to Barrett’s and Simmons’ proposal, the frontal
interoceptive center also sends this same information to the mid
and posterior insula, which can then determine the prediction
error to maintain optimal energy use, or homeostasis (29) or
initiate allostasis by ongoing adaptation to changing internal and
external environments, including internal energy states (17).

Active inference approaches further emphasize the
importance of brain adaptivity. These approaches to
understanding brain adaptation incorporate prediction and
the importance of minimizing prediction errors but also include
investigation of how the brain predicts outcomes of different
possible behaviors (32, 33) to minimize prediction errors (34).
Paulus et al. argue that “the goal of [active inference] is to
generate the most complete model of the world to help guide the
most adaptive behavior. . . ” [(35), p. 100].

The importance of prediction and minimization of prediction
error in brain function has important implications for brain
organization. If the brain is not organized in distinct and

functionally independent regions, then how is it organized? The
organization of the brain reflects the fact that adaptation and
survival depend on effectively balancing and predicting often-
conflicting needs. Internal needs (i.e., food) must be balanced
with external demands (i.e., not being eaten, fight or flight, as well
as everyday stressors). The adaptive brainmust be able to respond
to stress quickly and rationally; depending on the context, speed,
including automation of response, may be a greater priority
than a careful consideration of several outcomes, or vice versa.
Our very survival can depend on our ability to change our
current course of action to respond to potentially advantageous
or threatening events (14), and virtually all situations require an
integration of internal and external needs, speed, and rationality.
Indeed, internal needs vs. external demands and automated
rapidity vs. slower deliberation form key axes informing behavior,
and these axes are reflected anatomically.

Fox et al. (15) argue that the brain is organized in
interdependent networks along interoceptive and exteroceptive
axes. To best predict need, the brain integrates interoceptive
information, or awareness of internal functioning such as blood
pressure and heart rate, with exteroceptive information, or
awareness of the external environment. As the predicted needs
of the moment demand, the brain can then quickly reorient its
attention between internally and externally directed activities.
For example, the interoceptive system informs response to
hunger, temperature, illness, or serum sodium concentration.
Through the exteroceptive system, we know if there is food
available (an opportunity) or if a predator is looking at us as food
(a threat). If we become aware that food is available through our
exteroceptive systems, we can put our energy into obtaining that
food to meet an existing or predicted internal need. If a predator
threatens to eat us, however, we will deprioritize our need to
eat and instead focus our energy into fight or flight. Our ability
to respond to, and coordinate, attention to external vs. internal
stimuli is crucial to survival.

Even when the brain is not attending to an external stimulus
or an externally defined task, the brain’s networks are active.
Historically, however, neuroimaging research has treated a brain
that is not attending to external stimuli or an externally defined
task as an inactive brain—a baseline to compare activity against.
This view of an inactive, unengaged brain (when it is not
directly attending to external stimuli), however, is inaccurate,
and ignores the interoceptive axis of network organization.
Because information from the interoceptive systems informs
our brains of internal states and needs such as serum glucose
concentration, heart rate, and inflammatory state (29), internally
directed “tasks” are ever-present, and the brain is ever active,
predicting needs and allocating resources differentially for
externally vs. internally motivated tasks. Further, activity typical
of “rest,” or—more accurately, typical of internally-directed
behavior—features distinct recognized patterns on functional
neuroimaging. An example of broad network, coordinating
activity across historically distinguished “triune” areas, is the
default mode network (DMN). Because “rest” is a sophisticated
state of coordinated network activity, rather than the absence of
activity, it too has the agility to adapt readily to shifting internal
needs, or to rapidly adapt to the sudden presence of external
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needs.Were “rest” to simply be an “off” state, there would be little
room for adaptation within it. In addition, were interoceptive
functions to be handled by relatively isolated, much less relatively
primitive, modules, it is difficult to explain the complexity of
shifting behaviors addressing interoceptive change and how those
behaviors can overlap with, and modify, behaviors addressing
exteroceptive conditions.

Periods of coordinated activation of the DMN are instructive
about the brain’s shifting focus between internally and externally
directed behavior. The DMN is often framed as a “task negative”
network, in that it is primarily active in the absence of an
externally defined task, including during periods of wakeful rest
and/or attention toward self-oriented and social cognition. Its
activity is associated with the subjective state of mind wandering
and is suppressed for goal-directed, externally oriented cognition
characterized by activation of “task-positive” networks such as
dorsal and ventral attention networks (13). “Task-negative” and
“task-positive” terminology, however, fails to fully reflect the
coordination of these sets of networks along interoceptive and
exteroceptive axes rather than linearity. The brain is not a
binary toggle switch, interacting with its environments using
its attention networks—or not. In reality, DMN functions are
never turned off; instead, these functions are carefully enhanced
or attenuated depending on need (12). Rather than use a
framework that considers only externally directed cognition
as “task,” the interplay between DMN and attention networks
reflects shifts between internal and externally motivated tasks,
both of which are important for survival and both of which
are subject to evolutionary pressures (36). Changes in DMN
and attention-network cooperativity or reciprocity are associated
with maladaptation, including affect dysregulation and affective
disorders (37, 38).

Major functional nodes of the DMN include the posterior
cingulate cortex and precuneus; the medial prefrontal cortex;
and the angular gyrus, with dorsal medial and medial temporal
subsystems. These subsystems are themselves broad, expanding
from dorsal medial prefrontal cortex to the temporoparietal
junction (for the dorsal medial subsystem) and from the
hippocampus to the posterior inferior parietal lobe (for the
medial temporal subsystem).

Interestingly, though patterns of activation across these areas
are typical of “task-negative” activity, there is remarkable overlap
across nodes with “task-positive” activity. Here, the example of
the midcingulo-insular (M-CIN) and Central Executive (CN)
networks is particularly instructive. The M-CIN is often known
by an alternate, functionally descriptive name—the salience
network (SN)—and, indeed, it is involved in perception of and
attentional regulation toward salient stimuli. It is essential to
social behavior, including communication; but it is also essential
to self-awareness, including integrating interoceptive function.
Both the DMN and the M-CIN make extensive use of parietal
and temperoparietal structures, and the M-CIN may act as a
regulatory switchboard between prioritized use of the DMN or
the Central Executive Network (CEN), used for high-cognitive
load tasks (39).

A network model of brain activity makes clear that brain
“areas” neither behave in isolation nor take charge of tasks which

are easily circumscribed into distinct roles. If each area of the
brain is active according to the priority of its singular role,
the brain is limited in sophistication to the number of possible
combinations of active areas. Instead, if each area instead has
a very broad range of possible contributions, all modified and
molded by the areas with which it is constantly interacting, their
functional potential is dramatically expanded. Moreover, they are
adaptable, recruited in a wide variety of changing circumstances
and in turn recruiting other areas, always participating in the
networked brain in novel, and changing ways.

The case of medial temporal lobe structures, specifically,
illustrates the limitations of a triune model. Under the triune
brain model, these structures are considered paleomammalian
and to a large extent functionally separable from neomammalian
neocortex. In fact, medial temporal-lobe structures are fully
integrated into both task-negative and task-positive systems
and across functions historically ascribed to “reptilian,”
“paleomammalian,” or “neomammalian” capability. Indeed,
the medial temporal lobe structures share with neocortex their
scaffolding of glutmatergic neurotransmission, with circuits
evolved to be capable of immediate and dramatic long-term
potentiation and long-term depression. Involvement of medial
temporal-lobe structures communicating with neocortex is a
hallmark of the adaptability of networks—at both molecular and
cognitive levels.

Internally focused and externally focused networks also enable
the brain to operate in different quadrants of speed and reason.
Highly predictable situations require less analysis of external
factors to efficiently choose a low-risk behavioral strategy. The
DMN enables fast, automated responses to routine situations
with learned rules (40). Attention and control networks, in
contrast, prioritize increased analysis of external cues and enable
slow response systems for situations with harder-to-predict
outcomes and fewer or no established rules. The adaptive
brain’s ability to differentially prioritize these strategies is an
instructive example of its overall strategy to assess and address
changing needs.

Indeed, whether the adaptive brain’s allocation of resources
favors activity of the DMN, attention networks, or a combination
in any given situation reflects its function as a predictor of
both the internal and external environment, enabling selection
of strategies to maintain homeostasis or to initiate allostasis
when needed. Accumulating evidence suggests that the brain uses
Bayesian statistical principles to predict environmental states
and outcomes based on previous information that the brain has
received (20, 30). Structures involved in the brain’s Bayesian-
like prediction are also implicated in integrating, or differentially
prioritizing, brain networks and their adaptive strategies. The
insular cortex, for example, has several fundamental roles that
seem disparate under a triune-brain model but in fact shed
important light on the nature of the adaptive brain. Insular
cortex is primary interoceptive cortex activating in response
to interoceptive and other stimuli such as self-awareness, pain,
heartbeat, gastrointestinal distension, is a key predictive center,
and far from functioning in isolation acts as a switch plate
or integration center for brain networks (41). Unification of
interoceptive, predictive, and integrative roles in centralized
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control hubs such as the insula enables brain adaptation to
changing environmental and internal circumstances and needs
to maintain homeostasis and initiate allostasis. In that it might
be part of both the executive-control and emotional-salience
networks, the insula might be involved with integrating cognition
and emotion (41) in its role in adaptivity. In essence, the brain’s
interoceptive center promotes adaptation to ever changing
internal and external environments through prediction and
subsequent adjustment.

Information about the past internal and external
environments is used to make predictions about what these
environments will be like to adapt to changing internal and
external environments (29). As Van den Bergh et al. (20) write,
“Prediction signals from models in the brain are matched with
sensory input, resulting in prediction errors that are fed back to
improve the adaptivity of these models when making perceptual
inferences and actively navigating the environment [(20), p.
228].” If the brain’s predictions are not correct, it orchestrates
adjustments to minimize the difference between what it predicts
and the ongoing interoceptive and exteroceptive information
it receives. This process of making predictions and initiating
adjustments to minimize the differences between prediction
and the actual information it receives through the interoceptive
system involves both granular and agranular cortices (29). The
ongoing process of predicting internal states, receiving updated
information about internal states, and adjusting to minimize
the differences between prediction and current information
enables the brain to anticipate and adapt to regulate changing
internal environments, such as heart rate, blood pressure, serum
electrolyte concentrations, and levels of glucose and carbon
dioxide. As Van den Bergh et al. (20) further note, “according to
the predictive-processing framework, a basic task of the brain
is to construct an adaptive model of the (external and internal)
world, although its only source of information to do so is the
spatial and temporal patterning of its own internal activity
(p. 229).”

As the role of prediction and prediction errors in homeostasis
and allostasis suggests, the adaptivity of the brain to changing
circumstances can be rapid. For example, in studies of non-
human primates, some neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex
make predictions about rewards associated with stimuli. A
visual stimulus might predict a certain taste, to which a
neuron has assigned a value. When the stimulus no longer
predicts the reward, that is, when the prediction is in
error, neurons rapidly adapt and no longer propagate the
error. Remarkably, this adaptation to the altered association
between stimulus and reward can occur in as few as
5 s (42), providing the brain with a fast and continually
updating prediction strategy that enables rapid adaptation
to changing circumstances. Rolls (42) notes that this rapid
change in learning associations between a stimulus and its
value has important implications for changing behavior when
“expected reinforcers are not obtained, in, for example, feeding,
emotional, and social situations (p. 62),” an observation
emphasizing the importance of prediction and correction of
prediction mistakes in adapting to a continually changing
environment (26).

In conclusion, successful human evolution results from
successful responses to threat and challenge. A core function
of the adaptive brain is to manage the stress response when
coping with threat and challenge. We increase survival success by
adapting to environmental conditions, which include limited and
inconsistent resources, competition for those limited resources,
and predators. Successful adaptation involves balancing our time
and energy between internal needs (e.g., eating to get more
energy) and external demands (e.g., flight/flight to cope with
predators and competitors). Therefore, successfully competing
for limited resources involves acting in a fast and frugal manner.
We need to respond quickly in case of an unexpected attack or
opportunity. And we need to be frugal with our energy because
consistent meals are not guaranteed limiting caloric availability.
The brain’s focus on minimizing prediction error and enhancing
successful responding has developed to help us be fast and frugal.

EMOTION, COGNITION, AND SOCIAL

BONDS: THREE SOLUTIONS TO

INCREASING ADAPTATION

Three key adaptations that have developed over human evolution
to improve prediction and response are quick emotional
responses, slower cognitive responses, and seeking others’ help
to cooperatively respond to the stressor (21, 43–46). As the
brain predicts the best available course of adaptive action, it
engages these response systems to enable quick, intelligent,
and cooperative responses to life threats and challenges. Brain
networks work together interdependently to carry out these
adaptations, and all three of these responses work together in an
integrated, interdependent manner to increase adaptation (47).

Using the strategic vs. tactical response model of Lang et al.
(48), where broad strategies refer to approach and avoidance
strategies in general and local tactical responses refer to specific
actions taken such as freezing versus fleeing when under threat,
the three adaptive response systems of emotion, cognition,
and social connection represent broad response strategies, and
specific tactical responses in any given situation can be many and
varied. Lang et al. (48) note that our strategic state “differentially
primes or inhibits subsequent behavior” and the interaction
of internal and external information over time provide the
“background framework for transactions between the organism
and its environment (p. 380).” We are always in some state
of affect, cognition, and social connectedness, and our current
state impacts how we respond to arising threats and challenges
(47, 49). If our current affective state is negative, we are more
likely to respond in a defensive manner. Our current negative
affective state can adversely impact our cognition and increase
the likelihood of a defensive response. And if our perception of
our current social connectedness is negative, we are more likely
to respond in a defensive manner.

Responding Quickly to Stress
Affect is a representation of how we value our current situation,
and our affective reactions arise from whatever we are currently
focusing on (50). There are many types of situations that all
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animals encounter and confront, many different types of threats,
challenges, and opportunities that can lead to gain or loss. Clore
and Huntsinger (50) argue that affect and emotions are the
embodied representations of how we evaluate and value our
situation in ways that are adaptive for the species. Russell (49)
argues that affect is how we feel at any given point in time, a
combination of valence (pleasant to unpleasant) and arousal (low
energy to high energy) (49). Lang et al. (48) argue that affect is
more than just a current feeling state; rather, it is a broad strategic
approach to coping with life in terms of valence and arousal.

Affect is impacted by the activation of neural circuits that
evolved to ensure survival (44, 49). These “motive circuits”
or “survival circuits” evolved to address the key needs of
avoiding what is dangerous and approaching what is beneficial.
Our motivation arises from these circuits, and motivational
arousal is the foundation of emotion. Dangerous situations elicit
unpleasant affect and beneficial situations elicit pleasant affect,
and people usually choose behaviors that increase pleasurable
outcomes and decrease unpleasant outcomes. Therefore, our
decisions involve predictions of future affect (51). That is, our
choices are guided by the expected impact they will have on our
affective state. In a sense, “positive and negative affect serve as ‘go’
and ‘stop’ signals” [(52), p. 80] for our current decision making.

Our affective arousal results from the intensity of the
motivational need that is determined by the degree of danger or
benefit (44). Whereas, emotions come and go, we are always in
some state of affect. Our core affect results from the integrated
awareness of our internal and external worlds, the integration
of interoceptive and exteroceptive information (43). Our current
affect is like a “‘neurophysiological barometer’ of our relationship
of our internal and external environments at a given point in
time.” [(43), p. 5].

Emotions, according to LeDoux (8) and Barrett (11), are
not what most people think they are. Rather than having
dedicated emotion circuits, such as a “fear circuit,” emotions
are constructed from what LeDoux (8) calls “survival circuits”
[see also (44)]. Survival circuits are wired to address basic life
needs such as nutrient and fluid regulation, thermoregulation,
and defense against harm. LeDoux and Damasio (53) argue that
emotions are integrated physiological responses occurring to
meet a significant challenge, whereas feelings are the conscious
awareness of these physiological responses. From an adaptation
perspective, emotions are fast response patterns that allow us
to meet a threat or challenge in minimal time, representing
an integrated brain response to meet a specific need. There
is no “fear circuit” lying dormant in the brain until a threat
appears. Rather, interdependent brain networks respond in an
integrated manner to meet a basic need, and we experience this
as feeling (11).

Responding Intelligently to Stress
When coping with current stressors, it is adaptive to remember
past challenging or threatening events that might be like the
current situation. Cognition is about gaining, representing,
and using knowledge. Hagen and Symons (54) argue that the
cognitive mechanisms we have today are evolved adaptations
that allow us to solve life challenges. In terms of successful

adaptation, cognition is about remembering past events and
experiences and then using that knowledge to effectively cope
with current environmental challenges. In this sense, cognition
is basically about problem solving using existing knowledge to
adapt more successfully. With cognition, we imagine possible
future events and then plan for possible courses of action to cope
more effectively with those possibilities.

Cognition works with emotion in meeting needs. Cognition
integrates with emotional responses by including knowledge and
experience from previous encounters with similar situations. In
terms of brain networks, Raichle (12) compares emotion and
cognition to Kahneman’s ideas of thinking fast and thinking
slow, having quick immediate responses and slower thought-
out responses. Cognition and emotion are not independent or
conflicting responses; instead, they work together toward the
same goals (47). Affect impacts decisions through personal values
impacting current mental content (50). Positive and negative
affect contribute positive or negative value to whatever might
be in the mind at the time. Being happy or sad influences the
content and focus of thought, with positive affect validating
and negative affect invalidating cognitions (50). Our judgments
reflect our current affect, with our core affect resulting from the
integration of interoceptive and exteroceptive information (43).
Therefore, all our mental states are inseparably interconnected
with affective content.

Barrett and Bliss-Moreau (43) note that much of the core
affective circuitry of the brain was until recently considered
cognitive circuitry. Brain networks integrate exteroceptive and
interoceptive information to create an integrated representation
of our world now. This integration is like a large-scale neural
reference space that presents a neural map of our external
and internal worlds built on available sensory information
(43). This map is then used to predict best courses of action.
Barrett and Bliss-Moreau (43) argue that this core affect neural
reference space contains two functional networks: one a sensory
integration network that is dependent on values and experience
and how current environments might impact homeostasis, and
the other a visceromotor network that guides responses via
autonomic and endocrine functioning.

Responding Cooperatively to Stress
Finally, strength in social bonds and being able to work
with others increases adaptation. Strong social bonds are a
key adaptation that developed during the Environment of
Evolutionary Adaptation (21). An important problem that
early humans likely faced in surviving and reproducing was
establishing cooperative relationships (55). Successful human
groups were those that most effectively established these
cooperative relationships. Being a member of a group can serve
many adaptive functions. Evolutionarily, achieving acceptance
and status led to better protection, food, and mates, and helping
others increases inclusive fitness, with research showing a strong
gradient of helping others based on degree of genetic relatedness
(55). Interestingly, modern personality theory emphasizes that
social acceptance and social status are key foundational principles
in personality (56). We all have a desire to “get along and get
ahead” (57). We have evolved psychological mechanisms to avoid
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being excluded, and the need to belong continues to be a central
human motive today (58).

Emotions, cognitions, and strong social bonds have evolved
together to maximize the stress response and adaptation.
LeDoux and Damasio (53) state that “unconscious emotional
states are automatic signals of danger and advantage, whereas
conscious feelings, by recruiting cognitive abilities, give us greater
adaptability in responding to dangerous and advantageous
situations. Indeed, both emotions and feelings also play a
major role in social behavior, including the formation of moral
judgments and the framing of economic decisions” (p. 1,092).
Emotions, cognitions, and strong social bonds are not in
competition with each other; in contrast, these adaptations work
together to maximize how we cope with stress. Without these
adaptations, it is unlikely we would be where we are today.

THE ADAPTIVE BRAIN: APPLICATIONS

AND IMPLICATIONS

The brain’s organization based on functionally interdependent
networks, integration of interoception and exteroception,
social bonds, and prediction and minimization of prediction
errors indicate that a primary function of the brain is
adaptation to internal and external environments in a continual
process to maintain homeostasis and implement allostasis
as needed. Conceptualizing the brain as an entity one of
whose main functions is adaptation has both theoretical and
clinical implications.

Theoretical Implications
Viewing the brain as an extraordinarily integrated and adaptive
organ implies that investigating a particular brain region in
isolation is insufficient to understand how the brain works.While
knowing structure and volume of individual brain regions in both
health and diseases is critical, it is no longer enough. Rather,
knowing how individual structures are connected anatomically
and functionally to other brain regions and networks is required,
as is knowing the myriad of different configurations brain
networks can take in response to incoming internal and external
information and in adapting to predicted needs (11). Further,
the adaptive brain’s integration of interoception, exteroception,
emotion, networks such as the DMN suggests that homeostatic
and allostatic mechanisms and emotion require integration and
inclusion into current models of understanding brain function in
both health and disease.

Findings showing that the brain is highly adaptive provide
for new theoretical and research models that consider
interdependent brain networks, prediction, minimization
of prediction errors, and active inference. Evidence implicating
the insular cortex, the cingulate cortex, and other frontal regions
as elements of interdependent brain regions in integrating
interoceptive and exteroceptive input and providing predictions
of future homeostatic and allostatic needs illuminates these brain
regions and their connections as important regions of interest
in functional imaging studies, albeit in relationship to other
regions and brain circuits. And, finally, the integration of internal

and external information from exteroceptive and interoceptive
nerves and regions with predictions and adaptations in the
brain and adaptive integration between incoming and outgoing
information in some ways might make distinctions between
the peripheral nervous system and the central nervous system
obsolete (11).

Because a key aspect of the brain is interdependence across
multiple networks to optimize adaption to changing internal and
external environments, it is important to consider factors that can
decrease the brain’s adaptability and how a decrease in adaptivity
might affect brain function. Anything that impairs the brain’s
ability to adapt can become critical in understanding putative
reasons for impaired adaptability, including conditions such as
mental illness (59). For example, among the other adverse effects
of chronic stress exposure is the reduced ability to adapt to stress,
resulting in a cycle in which stress impedes an animal’s ability to
appropriately respond to stress (60).

An important implication, therefore, of focusing on the
brain’s ability to adapt to stress and to adapt to and to predict
continuously changing external and internal states is that when
the brain’s adaptive and predictive systems are not functioning
properly, disease states could result (61). Genetic, epigenetic,
environmental, and stochastic insults to the frontal, cingulate,
and insular interoceptive systems and their output connections
that predict and adjust autonomic, hormonal, and immunologic
needs and responses, respectively, have the potential to result in
disease. Barrett and Simmons (29) argue that improper function
of these brain regions interferes with the regulation of the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis and can lead to depression
and to a proinflammatory state. The frontal interoceptive
system and the insula enable brain adaptation to changing
environmental and internal circumstances and needs to maintain
homeostasis and to initiate allostasis. In essence, the brain
interoceptive center promotes adaption to ever changing internal
and external circumstances through prediction and subsequent
adaptation. Impaired adaptive function in these brain regions,
therefore, could result in disease, and inadequate active inference
could result in mental illness such as panic and depressive
disorders (35).

Behavioral dispositional negativity is a condition that appears
to be a vulnerability factor for a variety of psychopathological
conditions (20). Both genetic and environmental factors
appear to be associated with the development of dispositional
negativity, and dispositional negativity appears associated with
abnormal function in several brain regions, including the
insula, amygdala, mid-cingulate, and orbitofrontal cortex, brain
regions that overlap with networks involved with prediction and
adaptation. Possibly developing as initially adaptive processing
after multiple threats, dispositional negativity appears to be
associated with truncating input to the brain and interference
with error-prediction reduction, ultimately resulting in worse
error prediction. While the truncation of error processing
might be adaptive initially in that it makes the environment
seem more predictable, it becomes maladaptive in the long
term as worsening prediction errors impede brain adaptability
(20). Accordingly, factors that affect brain regions involved in
prediction error have the potential to result in some types of
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psychopathologies such as depression, anxiety (20, 29), fatigue,
and autism-spectrum disorders (30).

In addition to associations between dispositional negativity
and psychopathology, abnormal functioning in brain regions
such as the insula that are involved in prediction and
rapid adaptation to continually changing internal states is
implicated in the pathogenesis of several anxiety disorders,
as well as with obsessive-compulsive disorder. Interceptive
information via the glossopharyngeal and vagal nerves reaches
the insula and other regions and networks that are involved
in interoception. Abnormal function in these regions including
the insula appear have been associated with some anxiety
disorders and with obsessive compulsive disorder (62). Given
the associations between abnormal function in the insula and
other regions with some anxiety disorders and with obsessive-
compulsive disorder (62) and findings showing the involvement
of the insula with error prediction and minimization in
influencing rapid adaptation to changing environments (29),
it is plausible that abnormal function in adaptation vis-a-
vi error prediction is directly associated with some anxiety
and obsessive-compulsive disorders, although much additional
work is required to identify the brain networks involved
with insula function Abnormalities in brain energy function
have been associated with autism-spectrum disorders (63),
which could be involved with the importance of maintaining
and predicting energy needs in the brain in its overall
adaptivity (17), implicating dysfunction in the brain adaptivity
as possibly associated with some schizophrenia-spectrum and
autism-spectrum disorders. Further, functional neuroimaging
of individuals with schizophrenia-spectrum, autism-spectrum
disorders, and anxiety disorders implicates structural and
functional abnormalities of salience networks, disordering
how the individual can adapt to changing interoceptive and
exteroceptive input, and interfering with the brain’s ability to
learn functional error prediction algorithms (64). Together, these
findings suggest the possibility that dysfunction in brain regions
involved in interoception, error prediction, and adaptation affect
the pathogenesis of several different types of psychopathologies.

Similar implications arise when considering how malfunction
in brain regions involved in error processing possibly might
affect function of organ systems in addition to the brain,
intimately linking impaired adaptive processing in brain regions
involved in interoception, exteroception, prediction, and
adaptation to disease in other organ systems. Because brain
regions involved in interoception are predicting physiological
parameters such as blood glucose concentration, immune
states, and heart rate, abnormalities in brain regions involved
in interoception and error prediction could be associated
with other diseases, such as obesity and diabetes (29).
Associations between improperly functioning interoceptive
regions such as the insula and related networks provide a
common neurological basis to not only some psychiatric
disorders but also to some other diseases (29), possibly
leading to a novel and more basic understanding of
disease and linking psychiatric and medical diseases to
dysfunction in the same brain regions and to overall decreased
brain adaptiveness.

Both interoceptive and emotional processing with their
associated allostatic adaptation appear to rely on predictive
coding, wherein the brain including the insula considers previous
internal and external conditions in making adaptive changes.
Showing how abnormalities in predictive interoceptive and
emotional function might be related to other diseases, emotional
ability in understanding emotions, interoceptive awareness, and
associated activation in the anterior insula were associated
with brain white-matter microstructure, providing evidence that
abnormalities in adaptation based on faulty predictive coding
could result in white-matter disease (65).

Clinical Implications
Given the associations between prediction errors, adaptation,
and disease, adaptive brain theory may provide a framework
for the understanding and treatment of mental illness (20, 33).
Despite significant progress in neuroscience research including
information about brain and genetic abnormalities associated
with psychiatric disorders and over the last several decades,
specifically efforts to advance the prevention and cure of mental
illness, little headway has been made (66). Approaching the
brain from a triune-brain perspective or similar viewpoints may
contribute to hypotheses that are built on inaccurate assumptions
about brain functioning. Kozak and Cuthbert (67) note that
“there is thus an a priori assumption that the diagnoses refer
to real disorders, with ensuing assumptions that they involve a
unitary pathophysiology and psychopathology and that the task
of a science of disorders is to find the underlying biology of the
specific disease entities. . . [but these] assumptions now [appear]
to be false. . . these approaches have failed to produce significant
advances in the understanding or treatment of mental disorders”
(p. 287).

To address the disconnection between mental-health
diagnoses and neuroscience findings, the NIH initiated a
research program, the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC), that
uses a dimensional system based upon observable behavior and
neurobiological measures, integrating psychology, biology, and
neuroscientific findings (66). The key systems under study are
negative valence systems, positive valence systems, cognitive
systems, systems for social processes, and arousal/modulatory
systems. These systems fit well with LeDoux’s (8) approach
of ‘survival circuits’ underlying emotional responses, Barrett’s
(11) constructionist approach to the creation of emotions
addressing underlying physiological needs, and Lang’s (68)
psychophysiological approach to affect and motivation. By
combining current neuroscience findings within a broader
dimensional framework of mental health, there is potential
to improve prevention and treatment of mental illness.
Adaptive brain theory builds upon these concepts, providing
a theoretically sound framework for understanding mental
health and generating effective hypotheses. Research on the
neural impact of psychotherapy nicely illustrates how the
adaptative brain is malleable and is impacted by treatment for
excessive fear and threat responses. For example, MRI studies
of patients suffering from panic disorder undergoing CBT
show altered brain functioning and decreased fear responses
(69, 70). Similarly, CBT for psychosis shows decreased activation
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in neural circuits involved in threat responses after successful
treatment (71).

CONCLUSION

A primary function of the brain is to make adaptive models
(20, 35) of the external and internal environments. Current
findings indicate that brain function is based on interdependent
networks in contrast to earlier conceptions such as the triune
brain in which hypothesized distinct brain centers operated
relatively independently of each other. In particular, the brain
appears to work by integrating interoceptive and exteroceptive
information to make predictions about future metabolic, energy,
and other needs while it adapts to continually changing
external and internal conditions to maintain homeostasis and
to initiate allostasis as needed. As part of this adaptive
process, the brain then compares predictions with incoming
information and makes adjustment to minimize error prediction
further promoting adaptation and health. The brain also might

make predictions about potential outcomes from a variety of
different possible actions using active inference (33). A triune-
brain framework limits understanding of pathophysiology.
Conceptualization of the brain’s role in adaptation provides
new theoretical and clinical insights into brain function in
both health and disease. Improper function of brain regions
such as the insula and prefrontal cortex and their associated
networks leading to impaired adaption and dysregulated affect
might be associated with conditions such as depression, anxiety,
schizophrenia, and other disease states, possibly indicating
an expanded role of the brain in the pathophysiology of
disease and providing novel insights into the nature of some
diseases as well as potentially identifying and developing new
treatment approaches.
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